
fashioning fabulous feather fans
A HANDS-ON WORKSHOP FOR THE BUILDING, UPGRADING AND 

MAINTAINING OF BURLESQUE FEATHER FANS 



Feathers



Ostrich Feather Anatomy

QUILL: the naked stalk at the bottom of the feather

SHAFT: the thick part in the center

PLUMULES: the fluffy bits attached to the shaft 

BUTT: the base of the feather right above the quill

TIP: the top of the feather

Image courtesy of world-ostrich.org



Ostrich Plumes, 
Male Wings 
and Feminas

Plumes – wing feathers from both male 
and female birds

Male wings – feathers from male 
ostrich wings

Feminas - wing feathers from female 
ostriches. Smaller than male wings

Vary in length from 18 to 29 inches

Fuller, stiffer and longer than drabs 
and tails 

great for the primary feathers in fans 

expensive



Ostrich Drabs 
and Tails

Drabs - body feathers

Tails - tail feathers

Vary in length from 9 to 24 inches; most 
are 13 to 16 inches long

Narrower, shorter and softer than 
plumes

great for stave coverage and adding 
fullness

Not strong enough to use as primary 
feathers

Relatively inexpensive



Ostrich Nandus
and Wing Tips

Nandus – plumes that have been 
trimmed in width

Wing tips – plumes that have been 
trimmed in length

Tips can be used in place of drabs 
for stave coverage and adding 
fullness

Nandus can be used as decorative 
elements 

Relatively inexpensive

Nandu Wing Tip



Pheasant Tails

Variety of different breeds all with unique natural markings

Available in many dyed colors

Range in length from 6 inches to 40+ inches

Can be used as accents on Ostrich fans

Can be used alone as pheasant fans 

expensive



Peacock Tail, Hackle and 
Coque Feathers

Coque feathers are tail feathers from fancy roosters

Hackle feathers are body feathers from fancy roosters

Peacock tail feathers are from male peacocks

Can be used as accents on Ostrich fans

relatively inexpensive

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rooster-1.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Design



Fan types

Static Dynamic



Stave Materials 

Clear Acrylic

Colored Acrylic

Bamboo

Aluminum

Alternative



Construction



Tools

Bent or needle nose pliers

Wire cutters

Steamer (or pot of water and a stove top)

Curling/flat iron (or electric stove burner and a butter 
knife)

Large eye sewing needle



Materials

Staves

Feathers

Bolts

Nuts

Locking nuts

Washers

24 gauge galvanized steel wire

#30-#40 nylon monofilament line (aka fishing line)

Rhinestones if you want ‘em and GemTac to adhere them



Prep your 
Feathers

Steam – the goal is to get the plumules 
fluffed up and to iron out any kinks or 
creases that are a result of packing. 

Curl – for extra bouncy *umph* you can 
curl the tips of your plumes. 

Trim – clip the shafts so the fans are the 
finished size that you want

Smash – crush any extra thick quills using 
your pliers. 



Prep your wire

Prep your wire by cutting it into 3” 

long pieces and bending it into 

“staples” I make a ton of these 

staples and store them in a small 

Tupperware container so it’s easy to 

pack up for a multi-day build



Attaching the First Layer

**Each feather must be connected in a least two places

For single layer fans attach to the front of the staves at connection points #5, #3 
and #1

for 2 layer fans attach the first layer of feathers to the back side of the staves 
at connection points #1 and #4

for 3 or more layer fans attach the first layer of feathers to the back side of the 
staves at connection points #1 and #3



Attaching the Second Layer

For 2 layer fans attach the second layer of feathers to the front of the staves at 
connection points #5 and #3

for 3 or more layer fans attach the second layer of feathers to the back of the 
staves at connection points #4 and #2

*TIP - when connecting the second layer of feathers make sure to go around both 
the first and second feathers with the wire staples at the connection points where 
they overlap. This will make your fans more stable in the long run.



Attaching the Third Layer

This layer of feathers is typically ostrich drabs, Nandu, pheasant tails or 
peacock tails. You can add another layer of ostrich plumes if you’d like but this 
will make your fans bulkier and a lot pricer (ostrich plumes ain’t cheap yo!)

Attach this layer to the front of your staves at connection points #5 and #3. If 
your feathers are very long it may be necessary to add a third connection at 
point #1

*TIP - same as before; make sure you go around all the feathers at each 
connection point where they overlap



Prep the Staves

Organize your feathered 

staves into three piles; ones 

that lean to the left, ones 

that lean to the right and 

ones that are pretty much 

straight. Divide them evenly 

so each fan has left, right 

and centers



Load the Bolts

grab a bolt and stack your staves 

onto it - putting a washer in-

between each stave

◦ for the right-hand fan start 

with left-leaning feathers, then 

straight then right-leaning

◦ for the left-hand fan start with 

right-leaning feathers, then 

straight then left-leaning



Cap it off 
and Repeat

Repeat for the other fan, making sure to 
arrange it the opposite way from the 
first fan so you end up with one left 
handed and one right handed fan

once all of your staves are loaded onto 
the bolt, add one more washer then a nut 

and hand tighten.



Preparing 
to Lace

Working with one fan at 
a time, open the fan so it’s 
a full 180° and evenly 
space out the staves. 
Tighten down as much as 
possible using a wrench

make sure to open one 
fan to the left and the 
other to the right so you 
have fans for each 
hand



Lacing the Staves

1

using a large-eye 
needle and fishing 
line, pull the line 
through the left 
hole of the third 
connection point 
and tie a double 
knot 

2

Pull tightly and 
test

3

Pull the line 
through the right 
hole in the stave 
to the left

4

Thread the needle 
back through the 
stave to make a 
loop 

5

Pass your needle 
in front of and 
through this loop 
making an 
additional loop

6

Pass your needle 
behind and 
through this 
additional loop to 
make a knot

7

Pull tightly and 
test

8

Repeat steps 4-7 
to make another 
knot 



Top it Off

top off your bolts with a locking nut

YOU ARE FINISHED!!!!!!

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Fireworks_in_San_Jose_California_2007_07_04_by_Ian_Kluft_img_9618.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Embellishing

I like to put rhinestones along the veins of my 
feathers. I even put these on the back side 
sometimes because I have no self-control where 
sparkle is concerned

Gem Tack will actually work for this. Occasionally 
a stone will fall off and you’ll have to replace it 
but that still better than exposing yourself to the 
death-fumes that come along with E-6000 

avoid putting stones too close to the bottom of the 
staves since they will come off when you try to 
close your fans down for transport 



Storing and Transporting

REMOVE THE LOCKING NUT LOOSEN THE STANDARD NUT 
AS MUCH AS YOU CAN 

WITHOUT HAVING IT COME 
OFF OF THE BOLT 

SPREAD OUT THE STAVES 
UNTIL YOU CAN EASILY STACK 
THEM BEHIND EACH OTHER TO 

FOLD DOWN THE FAN.

TIP - WHILE ANYTHING THAT 
YOUR FANS FIT IN WILL 

WORK FOR CARRYING THEM, 
RIFLE CASES WORK GREAT 

FOR TRAVELING WITH THEM. 
YOU CAN ALSO USE THE 

LARGE TRIANGULAR PRIORITY 
MAILBOXES IF YOU’RE ON A 

BUDGET.

TIP - TO COMPRESS YOUR 
FANS DOWN FOR TRAVEL PUT 

THEM IN AN OLD PAIR OR 
TIGHTS OR STOCKINGS.



Stage Kit

keep a repair kit with some fishing line and a 
needle since the fishing line is the most 
common thing to break

If you used a locking nut you’ll need two 
wrenches to tighten/loosen your fans

If you used a joint connector nut you’ll need 
one wrench and a hex key to tighten/loosen 
your fans

I keep an extra nut and a few extra washers 
in my kit because I’m paranoid...



Resources

AmaraStrutt.com/blog

Donna Touch’s video: 
https://vimeo.com/153633984

Email – AmaraStrutt@gmail.com

https://vimeo.com/153633984


Keep Calm

And

Kitten On


